
→ MECTRON PROPHYLAXIS
P3 - THE NEW FULL SCOPE 
MAINTENANCE INSERT 

new!



→ NEW PERIO INSERT P3

→  Its slim shape allows an easy access  
in deep periodontal pockets and inter-
proximal spaces in all the quadrants.

→  Thanks to its remarkably linear  
movement it is minimally invasive for  
the soft tissues and root cementum  
and preserves the epithelium.

→  The best interproximal and subgingival 
cleaning.

→ It effectively removes extrinsic stains.

→  It gives the clinician an optimal  
intraoperative control and a secure 
feeling while working interproximally, 
supra and subgingivally.

→  Pleasent and comfortable treatment for 
the patient thanks to the SOFT MODE 
function.

Specially designed to gently and effectively remove  
supra and subgingival biofilm.



Our KOLs confirm its effectiveness, safety and comfort in various situations.

→ CORRECT USAGE OF THE P3 INSERT

The linear insert motion allows to preserve the soft tissues 
and the gingival margin.

The force applied by the tip to the tooth should be feather-light.

It's recommended to set the power to a low level with  
medium irrigation. If available, activate the SOFT MODE  
function, which reduces the amplitude of the ultrasound 
oscillations and allows the insert to move gently and  
efficiently.

More sensitive patients will benefit greatly from this  
mode and will be more likely to trust their dentists.

by courtesy of Dr Giacomo Oldoini (La Spezia, Italy)

“Thanks to its features it is particularly suitable for the initial preparation and  
the periodontal maintenance. Long and curved, it allows an easy acces in 
periodontal pockets with different depths, also in case of thin gingival phenotypes. 

Dr Giacomo Oldoini, La Spezia, Italy

 
pockets always guarantees the maximum respect for the soft tissues. Particularly  
suitable for the treatment of orthodontic patients; it works prefectly around the  

 Dr Stefano Checchi, Torino, Italy



→ P3 INSERT IN DETAIL
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P3 INSERT Ref. n° 02970003-001

slim and smooth like a probe

Indications:  

supra and subgingival concrements and  
biofilm removal from interproximal spaces

SAFEKEY K10 

Every insert is supplied with its
own torque wrench to avoid cross  
contamination and to reduce the  
sterilization time.
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